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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1486409A2] To enhance a degree of freedom in design below and between both seat rails, enhancing the supporting rigidity of an antitheft U-shaped locking tool in a vehicle in which a housing that can house the anti-theft U-shaped locking tool is formed inside a rear cover covering
at least each outside of both seat rails. A rear cover (54) is at least provided with a pair of right and left side covers (68) covering both seat rails (21)
from the outside and a bottom cover (69) forming the bottom of a housing (67), provided between both side covers (68) and covering both seat rails
(21) from the upside, a protrusion (21c) which pierces the bottom cover (69) and the upper end of which is protruded into the housing 67 is provided
to both seat rails (21), and both ends of a hook (64) with which an anti-theft U-shaped locking tool (66) housed in the housing (67) is provided are
fitted to a cross plate (71) laid between the upper ends of both protrusions (21c) in the housing (67).
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